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1. About AYNSO
1.1.

Mission: AYNSO believes to harness Youth, Women and grass root community
potential and capabilities by organizing them into umbrella network self-managed, selfreliant, capable of being socially and democratically developed and protected through their
democratic participation in the decision making at community level. OR to provide a platform
to harness and nurture young people through informed, innovative and value driven
approaches for personal, community and national Development.

1.2.

Vision: To empower youth in grass root level communities through practicing real
democracy, social transformation and sustainable peace development OR AYNSO envisions
just, equitable and progressive society in which young people fully independent to enjoy
social, economic and political rights.

1.3.

Core competencies: AYNSO has more than 21500 active members in all 34
provinces of Afghanistan including youth boys, girls and different ethnic and Kuchi tribes.
Out of 21500 members 20 percent of them are women, and they representing the women in
their communities. AYNSO is working with women to identify their violence cases, seek out
local solutions, or refer to relevant justice systems for resolution; and equip them with skills
and awareness to practice better protection of their children. Till date, AYNSO youth network
has resolved 5600 major cases of women and children societal issues, violence and legal
rights issues through-out Afghanistan.
AYNSO has been working since 2007 to resolve and advocate on the issues related to civic
rights, electoral processes and youth rights through governmental and non-governmental
departments with the help of country-wide AYNSO youth network of volunteers. AYNSO
has youth network of 21500 members throughout 34 provinces working for social, civil and
democratic rights of communities. AYNSO conducted hundreds of town hall, issue
identifying, follow up and rural working group meetings in 34 provinces. These meetings
engaged thousands of people including youth, women and rural communities to resolve their
prioritized issues through open discussion with the elected officials.
AYNSO is linked with all CSOs at district and provincial levels, especially with those that
are working for youth and women. AYNSO engaged CSOs in Town hall, issues identifying,
rural working groups and follow up meetings in 34 provinces in order to make sure that issues
were identified and prioritized based on the real needs of the communities. AYNSO is one of
election monitoring partners in Afghanistan and participated in elections 2009 and 2010 for
promoting civic education and advocacy, and elections monitoring through observation
missions.

1.4.

Organizational Goal: The organization (AYNSO) is a nonprofit, nonpartisan, social
and cultural organization dedicated to helping young Afghans understand and advance
democracy. With a grassroots network reaching all 34 provinces of Afghanistan, AYNSO
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empowers young men and women to make their voices heard to reform and enrich the
democratic, economic and social fabric of their country.

2. Abstract
All elections are a process of pre-election environment, pre-election administration, Election
Day voting, vote counting and post-election adjudication, resulting in acceptance of
legitimate results. Election malfeasance has always been brought into stark recognition after
the transition of the Taliban Regime into new democratic government on each Election day
since then, let it be 2009’s Presidential and Provincial Councils Elections or 2014’s
Presidential Elections. Manipulation of ballots at polling stations and counting centers, and
misconduct by election officials, including the misuse of state resources, ushered into
widespread corruption and multiple controversies; being the international community
involved in mediation then. Still, in the face of genuine Taliban threat, the commitment to
democracy by many Afghans has been encouraging and remarkable. However, large
numbers of irregularities and resistance to the adjudication process have been called into
question the legitimacy of the elections and reinforced widely held perceptions of corruption
and lack of accountability.
After repeatedly pushing back the elections due to security fears and logistical challenges, the
Independent Election Commission (IEC) on Sunday April 1 2018 announced October 20,
2018 as the date for the country’s long-delayed legislative and district council elections. It is
worth mentioning that previously it was set as July 7th 2018 which was announced by ex-IEC
Chief Mr. Ahmadzai on 22 June 2017.
The process prior to and on Election Day appears dynamic in execution. The pre-election
chores and environment seems lively; the IEC has delivered millions of election materials
and trained hundreds of election workers; and usually on Election Day, it is generally seen
well organized, well run polling sites. However, mounting claims of irregularities and
ensuing investigations in the weeks following the election have revealed irrefutable evidence
of widespread fraud in previous elections, mostly in areas outside the reach of international
and domestic observers; may happen this time too if things do not go as planned. The
widespread irregularities along with abuse of state resources has brought the election to a
lower standard till date.
Afghanistan has faced an exceedingly tough election environment with limitations on
freedom of association, restricted freedom of movement, rugged topography and widespread
insecurity that amplified challenges to participation in the electoral process, especially for
women and candidates. As Afghanistan wrestles with adapting to democracy, it is
important to highlight a number of significant democratic indicators that are being
accomplished in the lead-up to the 20 October 2018 elections that will have lasting impact.
This time, the candidates’ plans and visions are increasingly issue- rather than personalitybased.
Moving forward, in a commitment to strengthening Afghanistan’s electoral system, new
leaders, civil society, and election stakeholders must strengthen elections safeguards before

7

the next round of elections. In the absence of redressing Afghanistan’s most fundamental
election weakness—the lack of a said to-be centralized voter registry—strict anti-fraud
measures for election officials, candidates and other stakeholders must be specified and
reinforced. AYNSO strongly recommends a thorough review of electoral administrative
bodies.
After thorough observations and engagement in pre-election period, AYNSO has come up
with some momentous findings and recommendations, both for the IEC and NUG, such as
a comprehensive voter registry, improved civic education, broadening the role of media,
struggles for malicious interventions and many more.
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3. Introduction
AYNSO is committed to lead an election observation mission for its observers in order to
monitor and oversee the upcoming elections. AYNSO’s previous activities and
commitment has brought a tremendous amount of experience for doing so, as AYNSO has
done a monitoring mission of the 2014 Presidential elections and has since cultivated
relationships with Afghan political and community leaders in every province through work
with issue-based coalitions.
Ensuring fairness, transparency and credibility requires more than observing voters at the
polls on Election Day. To provide the proper context for observers, AYNSO has a plan to
deploy its observers in advance of the election to observe electoral & voting preparations.
AYNSO’s team has already met with election stakeholders, government and international
officials, campaign representatives, election administration coordinators and civil society
members.
AYNSO has also integrated a monitoring component into its election observation efforts.
With having volunteer committed individuals and teams throughout the country, the
observers include a mix of men and women, young and old who volunteered to monitor
polling centers in their provinces previously too. AYNSO’s observers were instrumental
in monitoring locations inaccessible to international observers as security concerns and
restricted mobility prevented international observers from witnessing the opening and
closing of polling centers.
This report focuses on multiple topics prior to the upcoming October’s elections day. It
includes some key analysis of IEC’s so far activities for conduction of the aforementioned
elections such as vote day, international community’s stance upon progress of the electoral
activities, elections calendar, voter registry, security circumstances Polling centers’
assessment, discussion about can Afghanistan hold the upcoming elections and
controversies, and some useful recommendations at the end.
One of the major discussions of this report is the electoral system of Afghanistan and the
reasons whether it should be changed or not; with considering the involvements of the
NUG too. One of the key components of this discussion is the Afghan Political Parties, that
do not see their desired results from the current electoral system. The Afghan Political
Parties had put their struggles and efforts to convert the Single Non-transferable Voting
system (SNTV) to Multi-Dimensional Representation (MDR) and had also published their
press release and had meetings with the NUG and IEC but still in vain. The reason that the
NUG provides is that this conversion of the system would be time consuming which we do
not have that much as needed.
On the other side, some other political parties also demanded the bio-metrication of the
citizens to avoid fraudulence in the upcoming elections but the IEC and NUG are not in
the position to do so due to lack of time resources and other resources too.
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4. Electoral Institutions
The Electoral Law stipulates that elections in Afghanistan are administered by two main
electoral bodies: the IEC, which oversees the election process, and the IECC, which deals
with “offenses, complaints and challenges”2 that arise during the process. The IEC is the
successor of the Joint Electoral Management Body that oversaw the elections in 2004 and
2005.

4.1.

Independent Election Commission (IEC)

The IEC is the highest ranking electoral body in Afghanistan and is responsible for
administering the electoral process, as designated by Article 7 of the Afghan Electoral Law;
decisions and regulations issued by the IEC complement statutory laws. The commission is
also responsible for announcing certified election results once all counting procedures have
been completed and after all complaints have been adjudicated by the IECC.
Though intended to be an impartial electoral body, commissioners are appointed by the
president, a system that Afghanistan’s parliament, the Wolesi Jirga, and the international
community, along with some national observers, strongly recommends be reevaluated. The
mechanism for the selection of the IEC and the ECC was a Selection Committee. The
Selection Committee was first put in place in 2013 based on recommendations from civil
society organizations and political parties. Afterwards, the body was enshrined in the electoral
law with the responsibility to vet and shortlist applicants for membership of the IEC and ECC.
The composition of the SC was changed every time the law was amended, often in an effort
to increase or dilute the influence of certain institutions, factions or individuals. The new
Selection Committee, comprised of five members, set to work on 28 September 2016.
The committee on 9 November 2016 submitted a shortlist of candidates to President Ghani.
It held a press conference the following day, where it explained in detail the procedures and
criteria for the shortlisting process. After receiving the shortlist, President Ghani made a point
of engaging a wider circle in the actual selection and appointment of the commissioners. He
formed an interview panel (comprised of Chief Executive Abdullah, Second Vice-President
Danesh, Attorney General Farid Hamidi, Muhammad Zaman Sangari, a member of the high
council of the Supreme Court, and Muhammad Qasim Hashimzai, head of the ICOIC; the
president's office had also requested the UN Special Representative to Afghanistan to be part
of the panel, but he had apparently declined) that interviewed all shortlisted candidates and
came up with selection of commissioners. 1
After publicizing of the list of selected commissioners, concerns raised, including that the
new members of the electoral bodies lacked the necessary electoral experiences and expertise
and could not be expected to properly manage future elections. If this is indeed the case, it
will reflect badly on the selection process and the credibility of the new commissions, even
before they settle down to plan and embark on the next electoral process.

1

https://www.afghanistan-analysts.org/update-on-afghanistans-electoral-process-electoraldeadlock-broken-for-now/
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Having had the IEC’s commissioners selected, the IEC's next job, was to conduct a technical
study on how to "determine and divide" the electoral constituencies for the Wolesi Jirga and
the provincial councils – within three months, plan and implement the new voter registry and
proceed with the electoral timeline. Particular data in regards to each progress has been
merged in this report

4.2.

The Independent Electoral Complaints Commission (IECC)

The IECC is an independent body that adjudicates all challenges and complaints related to
the electoral process in Afghanistan. The IECC has five members. Three are appointed for
five years and two for three years. In addition to the central IECC, Provincial Electoral
Complaints Commissions, comprising three members, have to be established one month
before the candidates’ registration starts. Two members of the provincial bodies are
appointed by the central IECC and take into consideration gender (there should be one
woman and one man), while the third member is appointed by the Independent Human
Rights Commission of Afghanistan upon the recommendation of the central IECC and
approval of the president. According to article 29.6 of the Electoral Law, the government
may also appoint two international election experts as non-voting members of the IECC in
consultation with the United Nations for the purpose of ensuring further transparency in
addressing challenges and complaints arising from the electoral negligence and violation.
Prior to certification of results, the IECC retains power to order remedial action, impose
fines, disqualify electoral candidates, order recounts and conduct election audits. Any person
or organization who had a valid interest in the electoral process and who claimed that there
was violation of law regarding the conduct of the electoral process could file a complaint,
the IECC was also able take cases on its own initiative.
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5. Pre-Election Period
The pre-election period seems dynamic, characterized by enthusiastic efforts by candidates
and supporters. This period may have subjects regarding the following:

5.1.

Vote Day

Due to the significant controversy surrounding and the acrimony between the two leading
candidates in Afghanistan’s 2014 Presidential elections, Mohammad Ashraf Ghani, the
current President of Afghanistan, and Dr. Abdullah Abdullah, the country’s current Chief
Executive, the parliamentary elections set to occur that year were postponed from their
theoretical date. According to article 83 of the Afghan Constitution, parliamentary elections
are to be held within 30 to 60 days before the end of the term of the current parliamentary
session, which was June 22, 20152. (The Constitution of Afghanistan, 1382 [2004], art. 83).
As the Chief Executive, Abdullah was strongly in favor of bringing changes to the election
commissions and to the electoral system as a whole. Disagreements over the key positions
in the government and the worsening security situation in Afghanistan were other reasons
that directly, adversely affected the possibility of conducting a transparent and free election.
The election for the current members of the House of Representatives was held on September
18, 2010; those elections, too, had been postponed, for three months and 26 days from the
original date of the elections set for May 22, 2010.3
The Constitution of Afghanistan establishes the beginning and end dates for the term of the
House of Representatives. It says that the “mandate [of the house of the representative] ends
on the 1st of Saratan of the fifth year after the elections, and the new assembly starts its work.”
The Constitution further clarifies, as was noted above, that “the election of the members of
the Wolesi Jirga shall be held within 30 to 60 days before the expiry of the term of the Wolesi
Jirga.” (The Constitution of Afghanistan, art. 83.)
In Afghanistan, the Wolesi Jirga has a total of 250 seats, 239 of which are allocated to
representatives of people in the provinces, ten others to representatives of the Kuchi (nomadic
people), and the remaining one seat to the representative of Sikh followers. (Election
Law (2016), art. 48, Ministry of Justice of the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan website.)
According to the Election Law, the IEC allocates the number of seats among the 239 total to
each province based on the provincial population. (Id. art. 49). In a constituency, a candidate
is considered to have won the seat when he/she receives the majority of votes among all
candidates; if two candidates receive the same number of votes, the IEC decides the winner
based on the person’s education and work experience in governmental and non-governmental
organizations. (Id. art. 50.)
The members of district councils are elected for three-year terms. The number of district
council members is assigned proportionally to the population of each district. For example,
2

http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/afghanistan-date-set-for-parliamentary-anddistrict-council-elections/
3 http://www.loc.gov/law/foreign-news/article/afghanistan-date-set-for-parliamentary-anddistrict-council-elections/
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districts with up to 40,000 population have five seats; with up to 70,000 populations, seven
seats; with up to 100,000 populations, nine seats; and with over 100,000 populations, 11 seats.
Furthermore, in every district council, 25% of the seats must be given to female candidates.
(Id. art. 61.)
According to the Election Law, the IEC is responsible for declaring the election date 180 days
ahead of an election and for publishing the calendar of the election 120 days ahead of the
election date. (Id. art. 71.) The candidates for the Wolesi Jirga have 20 days to conduct their
electoral campaigns; district council candidates campaign for 15 days. The campaigns for
both types of elections must end 48 hours prior to the start of the election. (Id. arts. 76 & 79.)

5.2.

IEC Sets October 20, 2018 as Election Date

After hiring dozens of staff members in capital and provinces, paving the way for
procurements, the IEC was set to start the voter registration process on 14 April.

Figure 1: IEC's Press Conference on Vote Day announcement, 1 April 2018 – Photo: IEC

After repeatedly pushing back the elections due to security fears and logistical challenges,
the Independent Election Commission (IEC) on Sunday April 1 2018 announced
October 20, 2018 as the date for the country’s long-delayed legislative and district
council elections.4 It is worth mentioning that previously it was set as July 7th 2018 which
was announced by ex-IEC Chief Mr. Ahmadzai on 22 June 2017. This comes after the
Afghan government and its financial donors pledged to help the election management body
to conduct the long-delayed process. According to IEC officials, the lack of budget, and
constant delays around appointing an IEC commissioner were among key reasons for the
delay in elections.
“Today the Independent Election Commission officially announces that the parliament and
district council elections will be held on 28 of Meezan (20 October),” said IEC chief Gula Jan
4

http://iec.org.af/media-section/news-en/1014-election-date-change
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Abdul Badi Sayyad.
The IEC started the voter registration process on 14 April and has hired dozens of staff
members in provinces for this purpose. “We hope that the security institutions come up with
good news for voter registration,” said Wasima Badghisi, IEC operational deputy chief.
“Registration of candidates is another phase, this will not take place until sufficient voters
are registered,” said Sayyad.
The IEC has however, finalized 7,300 polling stations for the next elections. But reports say
that there are high security threats against 32 districts. The IEC has estimated the budget for
the elections to be between $70 million USD and $90 million USD and that the bulk of the
money will be covered by the international community.

5.3.

International Community on upcoming elections

The United Nations has welcomed the progress being made by the Independent Election
Commission (IEC) in setting an October 2018 date to hold Afghanistan’s parliamentary and
district council elections. “Setting a firm date for elections is a notably positive and important
development in the work of the IEC, and will allow progress from the formal planning stages
to implementation,” said Tadamichi Yamamoto, the UN Secretary-General’s Special
Representative for Afghanistan in a statement.5
In December 2017, donors pledged to fund up to 90 percent of the US$28.4 million USD
voter registration budget, in addition to pledging ongoing assistance to the IEC and the
Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC). President Ashraf Ghani have also vowed to hold
the elections for the 249 seats in the National Assembly before the presidential vote scheduled
for next year.
Afghanistan has scheduled parliamentary elections in October 2018 and presidential elections
in April 2019. The UN Secretary-General said that holding credible parliamentary and
presidential elections as scheduled — in 2018 and 2019 respectively — is important for
Afghan political cohesion.
Parliamentary elections were postponed because of security fears and disagreement on how
to ensure a fair vote after a bitterly disputed presidential election in 2014. With their terms
slated to end by 22 June 2015, Afghan parliamentarians voted 22 June 2015 to extend their
five-year term until fresh elections are held. Afghanistan’s parliament voted to extend its own
term beyond the constitutionally mandated five years. The action was supported by President
Ashraf Ghani who wanted to avoid a legal vacuum in the absence of fresh elections. His office
said the decision was taken in consultation with the judiciary, the legislative and the executive
branches of government. Some parliamentarians as well as some legal experts are still
questioning the legality of this action.
5

https://unama.unmissions.org/unama-welcomes-announcement-date-parliamentary-and-districtcouncil-elections
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Public dissatisfaction with President Ashraf Ghani and CEO Abdullah Abdullah dates to the
disputed 2014 Afghan presidential election. When President Ghani and Dr. Abdullah came
into office, there was huge hope for the future that things would change. After four years,
things haven't fully changed. The national unity government has been locked in this unending
struggle over patronage and appointments, and has not made much if any improvements in
people's daily lives.
The Government made progress in addressing the issue of electoral reforms by establishing
the Special Electoral Reform Commission, one of its key commitments. The Commission
tabled its first set of recommendations, and Cabinet proactively endorsed seven and returned
three for further study. The recommendation to change the electoral system would have, in
particular, far-reaching consequences for the country’s future political landscape. Electoral
reforms are critical for the development of the country’s democratic foundation and they
should be a source of stability, bringing people together, not dividing them.
As Afghanistan's national unity government approaches its fourth anniversary, a new BBGGallup survey released March 25, 2016 showed deep public dissatisfaction with the country's
national leadership. Nearly 81 percent of respondents said they were somewhat or very
dissatisfied with the performance of the national unity government, while 17 percent said they
were somewhat or very satisfied. The survey was conducted 27 October to 18 November
2015 among a nationally representative sample of 2,500 adults across all of the country's 34
provinces. It found that dissatisfaction ran across Afghanistan's ethnic and geographic
elements.6
In fact, following continued consultations with relevant stakeholders it was retained that a
new registration system for voters, based on citizenship Tazkira and polling center-based
voters’ list, was the only way forward to ensure integrity of the process and contributing to
build public trust. However, such consultation for the final decision against viable options
absorbed a significant amount of time, while experiencing several deadlocks, in particular
with regard to biometric voter registration option, which was considered not feasible in time
for 2018 elections.
An ambitious biometric registration system originally envisaged as a means of avoiding the
massive voter fraud that marred previous ballots including the 2014 presidential election was
abandoned last year.
But a major push to register voters, many of whom have no national identity papers, was
needed to succeed for the vote to be broad-based enough to be accepted as legitimate. With
time pressing, voters have been issued with identity papers under a strict timetable and
registered in the voting centers where they will cast their ballot, a move aimed at reducing
the scope for multiple voting.
If the vote cannot be held by October, Afghanistan’s harsh geography and climate mean that
the process will be delayed for the winter, meaning the vote may not be able to be held before
the presidential elections. However, time is very tight and the process could be easily derailed.
6

https://www.globalsecurity.org/military/world/afghanistan/politics-2018.html
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Voter registration was lately planned for this spring and it is only the first of all critical steps
an electoral process has to go through before getting to election-day:




Candidates registration may have not taken place before a substantial number of
people had a chance to register, which means when registration would reach its final
phase (village level)
According to the law, complaint process related to candidate registration should be
given sufficient time (33 working days) before finalizing the candidates list. Only then
ballots may be produced.
Production and delivery of ballots, based on previous experience takes about six
weeks, followed by packaging and distribution up to polling centers which takes
additional six weeks.

Considering all above, the Independent Election Commission of Afghanistan came to
conclusion that the new date for election will be 20th October 2018.
The IEC was pleased to confirm that voter registration will start on 14th April with the
opening of registration centers in the provincial capitals. Registration staff has been recruited
and training is ongoing. Movement of material has started according to the plan. In
conjunction the IEC has launched a voter information campaign through the media and
grassroots outreach activities will take place throughout the registration process.
IEC also called all fellow Afghans to obtain Taskera if they don’t have one and go and register
at their polling center.
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6. Polling center assessment
Polling centers are the actual places where voters cast their vote. For the first time, they were
established by UN in 2004 when the first presidential election took place. They are often
located in schools, mosques, government offices and large private properties. The number
and location of these centers altered several times from during various periods of election in
Afghanistan.7
When the new IEC commissioners came to office during 2016, assessing and balancing of
the of the polling centers was the first operational process undertaken by the IEC8.
Assessing and balancing of the polling centers was also recommended by Electoral Reform
Committee (ERC) which was established by the government in 2015 to come up with
proposals for electoral reform. The ERC specifically proposed that polling centers be revised
in order to ensure “easy access” by voters to the centers.
According to the Afghanistan Electoral Law approved in 2016, the IEC is obliged to establish
the polling centers in a balanced manner. The article 7 of this law states that:
•
•

The Commission is obliged to establish polling centers taking into consideration the
number of voters and their geographical locations in a balanced manner;
The Commission makes available all materials necessary for election at the polling
centers prior to the election day, and provide the possible facilities to the voters and
candidates to participate in elections and exercise their right to vote.

Based on the Electoral Law, the IEC developed and approved a regulation for a polling center
assessment. This was reported by the IEC on 9 May 2017, which said that it had also approved
the procedure and operational plan and that the budget for the assessment had been submitted
to the government for it to provide funds.9 The regulation specified ten criteria for the
allocation of polling centers, as follows:
•
•

•

Polling centers should be established in schools, or other public facilities if there are
no schools;
A polling center should be established for each residential area with a minimum of
200 voters, and the distance between a voter’s residence and the polling center should
be a maximum of three kilometers in urban areas and five kilometers in rural areas;
The minimum distance between two polling centers in densely populated urban areas
should be one kilometer;
Each polling center should consist of at least two polling stations;

7

http://www.iec.org.af/pdf/pc_list_2014_eng.pdf (List of PCs in 2014)
http://www.iec.org.af/pdf/pclist-2018/approved-pcs.pdf
8 https://www.hushdar.com/1396/05/16/election-3/
9 http://www.iec.org.af/fa/2012-06-23-06-11-53/pressr-fa/674-pc-verfication-fa
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•
•
•
•
•

The IEC determines the number of voters in each polling station and the number of
polling stations in each polling center for each election through a separate document
and based on the voters list;
The existing polling center list and Central Statistics Office’s data about the
population will be used as the basis for allocating new polling centers;
The location of polling centers should be suitable for providing safe logistical
services; The location should also be suitable in terms of the safety and security of
election workers, voters, agents, observers and of elections materials;
The polling stations within a polling center should be large enough to be used for
polling and counting activities;
Telecommunication coverage is an advantage in the allocation of a polling center,
but is not a determinant criterion.

The regulation also said that, in cases where these criteria do not exist when selecting a polling
center, the head of the IEC provincial office, in consultation with local authorities could
recommend another suitable alternative location, which should be approved by the IEC Main
Office. UNAMA Officials in a meeting with IEC have declared their satisfaction of the
polling centers assessment 10

6.1.

The polling centers assessment and balancing raised doubts

The IEC’s polling centers’ assessment began on 7 August 2017and was conducted by 1,000
temporary staff (who, according to the IEC, had been hired and trained for this purpose), first
in the provincial capitals and then in the districts11
On 30 August 2017 IEC said that it had been able to access 385 of the country’s 418
administrative units, but did not specify how many polling centers it had been able to visit in
those units. They added that, in the remaining “33 administrative units (8 percent) with high
security threats, the polling center assessment has not been done, but [the IEC continues to]
work to pave the way for [their] assessment.”
The IEC, in its first open session to decide the polling centers, on 7 November 2017, indeed
made the decision that polling centers that had not been assessed due to security threats would
be retained in their previous location, so that eligible voters were not disenfranchised should
the security of those areas on election day be ensured12. This indicates that the IEC had
already come to terms with fears that it would not be able to assess these areas in advance of
election day. In early January 2018, some analysts told that they have received a list from the
IEC that showed that 32 districts in 14 provinces had not been assessed.
Coupled with the progress of polling centers assessment, AYNSO along with election
observers doubted the IEC’s claim of having assessed 92 percent of the country’s districts.
Concerns have been raised about the assessment in general. In the last elections, there were a

10

http://www.iec.org.af/media-section/news-en/787-unama-deputy-meeting2-en
http://www.iec.org.af/fa/2012-06-23-06-11-53/pressr-fa/746-pressr-pc-eval-initiate-fa
12 http://www.iec.org.af/pdf/decisions-1396/dari/IEC%20LGL%20IEC%20Decision%2019%201396%20on%20Provincial%20PCs%20Approval.pdf
11
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lot of ghost polling centers, others inaccessible to women and [or] located in the houses of
powerful individuals which might be the same at this time.13

6.2.

The outcome of the assessment

On 6 December 2017, during a consultation forum with political parties and civil society
organizations, the IEC gave these detailed statistics:
Out of 7,180 former polling centers (the IEC’s master list of polling centers from 2014), 5,436
(76%) were assessed and 1,744 (24 percent) were not assessed due to insecurity.
1,015 polling centers (14.2 per cent) were moved from their 2014 sites to an alternative
location, 617 (61 percent) to schools and 398 (39 percent) to mosques.
1,341 new centers were proposed. This would have increased the total number of centers to
8,521, an increase of 18 percent. However, out of these, 1,176 (14 percent) were found to be
contrary to IEC criteria, while 586 others were merged.
In the end, 7,355 centers were approved. This number includes the 1,744 centers (23.7
percent) which could not be assessed because of insecurity. Crucially, it is not known whether
fulfil the new criteria or not.

6.3.

The next two steps of assessment

There were two other assessments of polling centers.
One: Security assessment
After its approval, the IEC submitted the list of the 7,355 polling centers to the security
agencies for a security review. Coordinating and approving the final list of polling centers
that will open on election day with the security institutions responsible for the security of
each of the centers has been the procedure ahead of every previous election.
On 18 February 2018, the ex-head of the IEC field operation department, Zmaria Qalamyar,
told that, according to their procedure, the security agencies should provide their list to the
IEC four months before election day. This would be 20 June 2018 for the new election date
set on 20 October 2018 (it was scheduled after it became clear that the previously planned
date, 7 July 2018, was not feasible). After 20 June, the security agencies will no longer be
able to clear any additional polling center on the 7,355 list, but could still cancel centers which
are under threat. According to Qalamyar, the IEC does not have any say in the security
assessment of polling centers. If security agencies, for example, say they cannot ensure the
security of a certain polling center, then the IEC cannot open it.
On 25 March 2018, former Senior Deputy Minister of the Interior Murad Ali Murad provided
the security agencies’ assessment to the IEC. He said that out of the total 7,355 centers, 1,122
remain under “medium threat,” 1,120 face “high-level” threats and another 948 are not under
13
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the control of government forces. This would mean that out of the 7,355 polling centers
proposed by the IEC, 3,190 or 43 per cent are either under a medium or high threat, or are in
areas not under government control.
This means the security agencies need to take extra measures for those facing threats (both
medium and high) and to regain the control of areas in which the 948 centers were located.
This would be necessary for the delivery of election material, voter registration – another key
step that the IEC plans to carry out between 14 April and 12 June 2018.
Two: the complaints process
Simultaneously with the security assessment, a complaints process was undertaken with
regard to the IEC assessment’s results. According to the Electoral Law (article 28.1), the
Independent Electoral Complaints Commission (IECC) is responsible for addressing
challenges and complaints arising from negligence, violation and identification of crimes
related to elections. Pursuant to this provision, the IECC said, on 29 November 2017, it was
ready to receive complaints regarding the balancing of polling centers, either at IECC
headquarters in Kabul, or the IEC provincial offices. It said it had dispatched working teams
to the zones between 2 and 11 December 201714.
The IECC has five members. Three are appointed for five years and two for three years. In
addition to the central IECC, Provincial Electoral Complaints Commissions, comprising three
members, have to be established one month before the candidates’ registration starts. Two
members of the provincial bodies are appointed by the central IECC and take into
consideration gender (there should be one woman and one man), while the third member is
appointed by the Independent Human Rights Commission of Afghanistan upon the
recommendation of the central IECC and approval of the president. According to article 29.6
of the Electoral Law, the government may also appoint two international election experts as
non-voting members of the IECC in consultation with the United Nations for the purpose of
ensuring further transparency in addressing challenges and complaints arising from the
electoral negligence and violation. On 30 March 2018, IECC spokesman Ali Reza Ruhani
told that the provision of the appointment of non-voting international members was intended
to boost the confidence of the people, as well as the international community if there are
disputes, but it was not binding. He said the need for such an appointment has not come about
yet.
On 16 December 2017, the IECC extended the complaints period for ten days until 21
December 2017, but without mentioning the reason. On 1 February 2018, it announced it had
received 373 complaints from the provinces regarding the IEC’s performance in carrying out
the polling center assessment. It said it had sent the list of complaints to “the relevant
authorities” to obtain the required information and would make decisions thereafter. The
IECC indicated that the IEC had asked for one week in which to respond. After a preliminary
review and analysis of the complaints, it published a list of them. According to Ruhani, this
included an analysis of who complained and what was the complaint about15. It showed
14
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various types of complaints. Some demanded more polling centers be allocated or reallocated
to a certain area in various provinces (due to a number of reasons, including long distances
from the polling center, concentration of population, removal of polling centers and lack of
polling centers).
The IECC held an open meeting on 28 March 2018 with representatives of the election
observer groups to address the 373 complaints16. It was declared that the IECC had received
the IEC’s response in three categories: invalid complaints; valid complaints which should be
acted upon and; those that required the IEC to send its teams to the areas to reassess polling
centers.) The IECC made the following decisions17 for these 373 complaints:
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

19 complaints were plausible and accorded with the specified criteria such that these
polling centers should be established; three cases had not been surveyed due to
security problems; five complaints were valid and new polling stations should be
established on election day;
13 complaints were against the removal of polling centers, but it was established that
the centers had not been removed; the locations of 30 cases had not been given to the
EEC by the IEC;
44 complaints were duplicate cases;
71 cases needed further review by the IEC’s technical team;
184 complaints were considered implausible and rejected by the IEC, but needed more
discussion and review;
There were complaints about four polling centers that did not exist.
The IEC had added 11 centers based on the complaints procedure. This increased the
total number of centers to 7,366. As the complaint process is ongoing, there could be
further changes to the initial 7,355 polling center list approved by the IEC18.

16
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7. Election’s Calendar
The IEC has announced the calendar for the 2018 Parliamentarian elections on April 22, 2018.
The elections law has such defined the elections calendar in clause 2 of article 4: A time
schedule for execution of electoral activities according to Afghan constitution and having a
specific deadline for those involved stakeholders, and that can result in time saving of the
citizens who are the real owners of this process.
According to Joint Advocacy and Follow Up Group of AYNSO and FEFA, following are the
points regarding the elections calendar:
1) According to article 72 of elections law, the IEC is responsible to publish the voters’
registration list for awareness and complaints against the mentioned list. In addition,
the article 13 indicates that the registration should be according to NIC, VR list should
be published so that people can be assured of their names, and monitors have the rights
observe the individuals in the VR list are eligible or not. But unfortunately, the IEC
has not considered any period for registering complaints against VR List.
2) Registration of candidates: The period for candidates’ registration was from 26 May
2018 to 12 June 2018 (Jawza 5 to 22, 1397), it was then that the VR list was not
finalized so the candidates did not have any chance to know who their supporters are.
If there would have been a chance, it had been just 10 days before it so the candidate
wouldn’t be having enough time to know their supporters in the VR list, thus it should
have been extended till end of June 20.
3) There is only a time period of 2 days for complaints registration against Candidates
initial list which is too short, whereas clause 2 of article 74 of elections law stipulate
that there should be two weeks for the mentioned process, but on the contrary clause
1 of article 95 says that there is a time period of 2 days for the mentioned process. So,
according to current situations, the IEC should adopt what clause 2 of article 74 says.
4) According to the elections calendar, the final list of candidates will be published on
28 July 2018 (6th of Asad 1397) and they will start their campaigns on 28 September
2018 (6th of Meezan 1397), but according to previous rounds of elections, the
candidates would start their electoral campaigns right after finalization of the
candidates list and this time too they have started their campaigns even before the
period of candidates’ registration, this shows lack of mechanism for controlling and
prevention of such campaigns. This suggestion is that a proper mechanism should be
followed for avoidance of such campaigns.
5) The IEC, according to the elections calendar, has announced one month (20 Oct-20
November 2018) (28 Meezan till 29 Aqrab 1397) for registering complaints against
the voting process and vote count whereas according to clause 2,3,4, and 5 of article
91 of elections law, this period should be of 35 days. This by itself could result in
negativity of the approach for complaints’ process.
6) The IEC has finalized the list of Polling Centers 4 months prior to the voting day. But
as the political and security conditions are analyzed, it would be better if this day is
shifted to 23 September 2018 (1st of Meezan 1397).
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The time period for registering complaints about Wolesi Jirga’s initial results is 2 days and
for District council’s 3 days, but according to the current security and political conditions,
this time period should be re-considered and re-thought; especially for District Councils
because of the lack of IEC regional offices in districts, lack of easy access to complaints
registration centers and other security issues.

8. The Voter Registry Process
We all know that a tight deadline and operational challenges could jeopardize the credibility
of the Parliamentary Elections. So, fixing Afghanistan’s voter registry—something all
political actors engaged with the country agree is broken—has been a key priority since the
seriously flawed election of 2014. With parliamentary balloting scheduled for October,
revamping the system of registering voters became increasingly urgent, as recognized by the
United Nations Assistance Missions in Afghanistan (UNAMA) and international donors. On
December 30, 2017 UNAMA announced that donors agreed to fund most of a $28.4 million
plan by the Afghanistan Independent Election Commission (IEC) to overhaul its voter
registration process before the 2018 election.19 But the IEC has faced daunting operational
and security challenges in executing its registration plan.
Voter registry and issuance of voter cards are the first stages of the election process. The
eligible, with regard to constitution and electoral law, are registered throughout the country.
It is worth mentioning that in this electoral round, the NICs are being stickered and counted
as voter card. Without a NIC having the sticker at its back side, no one can take part in the
election. The eligible people can register themselves in any PC that are specified through the
IEC. Those who want to register themselves should visit the PC in person and cannot vote
anywhere else rather than the PC that they have registered in20.
Voter registry in one of the most important process in electoral cycle. The IEC started this
process form 14 April 2018 till 12 June 2018 and has ended throughout the country.
The IEC has spread the following with regard to the voter registry process and to some extent,
has not been followed.
Voter registry is a register where the to-be voter’s identity and the PC’s code gets registered.
Each Afghan citizen has the right to register himself/herself as a voter or as a candidate. The
IEC is subjected to prepare the VR according to each of the PCs and to feed it to the IEC’s
Data center. Thus, the VR and VR list should be prepared from 14 April 2018 till 2 May 2018
in centers of the provinces, from 2 May 2018 till 28 May 2018 in Districts and from 30 May
2018 till its 12 June 2018. The PCs were open and operated from 8 AM till 4 PM including
Fridays.
The IEC, for the sake of identification of those who are eligible, considers on the NIC as a
19
20
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national accredited document. As a large number of Afghans, especially women, haven’t had
NICs so the ACCRA started to issue Taskeras before the initiation of the VR. The ACCRA
planned to issue around 10 Million Taskeras for the eligible people that will be used as a
replacement for voting cards.
In the voter registration centers, the name of a person registered as a voter should complete
the age of 18 on election day. The person eligible to vote will personally register his/her name
with the registration center and record their name on the voters list. An identity verification
employee will briefly interview the applicant, check the nationality, and will introduce
him/her to the registration officer after identity verification. The registrar will insert the
applicant's information into the registration books and then will be assigned to another officer
for tagging the registration sticker on the back of the Taskera including the code of the PC. If
someone’s name on the voter list is not included or his information is incorrect, he/she should
go to the registration center to correct his name and information. Otherwise, could not vote
on Election Day.
In registration centers for women, female employees are responsible the registration process.
Therefore, those women eligible for registration can easily visit there. Of course, the IEC
considers the government's policy on women and the disabled in recruiting staff throughout
the election process. The security forces secure the registration centers and bear the
responsibility for security.
An accreditation certificate is issued to national and international observers to ensure the
transparency of the VR’s process and compiling the list of voters. They can object and
complain if any violation of electoral law and procedures gets happened. It is worth
mentioning that the way to deal with objections and complaints is outlined in the procedure21.
Due to security threats, the existence of moral corruption in the IEC, nepotism, the lack of
adequate capacity in IEC and even the IEC’s lack of independence, lack of trust in the
transparency of the process, lack of awareness; people had been registering very poorly
throughout the day in all registration centers initially.

8.1.

Low Turnout

The IEC has been releasing voter registration statistics, not on a daily basis, and they were
not looking good at the course of first month. Media reports from various provinces have
described the turnout as low, with security threats highlighted as a major reason.
The AYNSO Advocacy and Follow Up Group has also found that – the lack of public
awareness about voter registration and security threats – as being behind the low turnout;
during the first month of registration. By 12 June the voter registration period met the deadline
while still the number of registrants in comparison to proposed number (14 million) was very
21
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low. The IEC hence decided to extend the voter registration in villages for more 24 days.
Having the voter registration period extended, the IEC has reported the number of registered
voters from 14 April to 06 July, a total of 8,918,107 voters (5,681,591
male, 3,067,918 female, as well as 168,015 Kuchi and 583 Hindu and Sikh) registered to vote
in 34 provincial capitals and districts. (The IEC does not provide a gender breakdown of
Kuchi, Hindu and Sikh voters.) These figures do not represent the actual number of voters
who have successfully registered as there has yet to be a verification process of voters,
intended to exclude multiple registrations.

8.2.

Independence of IEC on voter registration process

As registration continued to be low, the IEC and the government came up with two solutions:
firstly, on 10 May 2018, the IEC announced it would extend voter registration in provincial
capitals by a month, until 12 June (22 Jawza 1397). Secondly, the IEC came up with the idea
of allowing registration stickers to be put on copies of voters’ taskeras, not on the original.
This, it said, would enable voters fearing encounters with the Taliban to use their original
taskeras for normal business, and the copy with the sticker only on election day. This idea,
however, became highly contentious, dividing both the IEC and government leaders, and
threatening to trigger the collapse of the entire IEC. The dispute came to a head on 10 May
2018 when four IEC members rejected the proposal in an internal vote, while two others,
including chairman Gula Jan Abdul Badi Sayyad, supported it. Those opposing the ‘stickeron copy’ proposal argued it could undermine safeguards against multiple registrations and
thus facilitate fraud.
Three days later, on 13 May 2018, a document was leaked to the Afghan media bearing the
signatures of the four commissioners who were told to resign. The document said that “the
IEC, through its decision number 30-1396, dated 18 Jaddi 1396 has approved the regulation
for voter registration and the preparation of the voter list according to which voter registration
confirmation [stickers] are stuck on the back of original taskeras” The document said that no
changes had been brought to this regulation and cited article 19 of the electoral law according
to which the IEC “cannot amend relevant regulations and procedures during the electoral
process.” And therefore, four out of seven IEC members decided to resign collectively if the
process of putting stickers on the copy of Taskeras continues. This apparently led to a
diplomatic intervention. In the end, the decision to fix stickers onto taskeras copies was
overturned and the threat of the IEC falling apart was averted. The IEC confirmed this on 16
May 2018, announcing that voter registration would take place “based on original taskeras.
This compromise throws the country’s national identity taskeras system into disarray while
also providing a backdoor for those who do obtain duplicate copies, who fear for their
security as a result of registration. 22

8.3.

Problems, criticisms and objections regarding the registration of voters
8.3.1 Gulbuddin Hikmatyar: The Voter Registry stats is 3 Million so far, not 8
Million
After the rejection of the political parties' election plan by the IEC and the President,
22
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Gulbuddin Hikmatyar, the leader of the Hizb-e-Islami in a news conference, said that electoral
fraud is to be widely spread. He said that the announced voter registration’s stats are false by
the IEC, and the IEC intends to deceive the public.
Meanwhile, Hafizullah Hashemi, a member of the IEC, rejects Mr. Hikmatyar's statements,
saying that political parties have not timely presented their plans. Meanwhile, the IEC
demanded proofs for Hikmatyar’s claim. But Hikmatyar has not yet filed a document with
the IEC to prove his claim23.
8.3.2 Demands and reactions from political parties, civil society organizations and
observers regarding voter registration
Afghanistan's top and well-known political parties have called for the voter registration
process to be canceled for parliamentary & and district councils’ elections.
At the meeting on Saturday, 14 July 2018, the Chiefs of the political parties that took this
decision, were Gulbuddin Hikmatyar, chairman of Hizb-e-Islami, Salahuddin Rabbani,
chairman of Hizb-e-Jamiat Islami, Mohammad Mohaqiq, chairman of Hizb-e- Wahdat Islami
Mardum Afghanistan, Batur Dostum, son of Abdul Rashid Dostum, leader of Hizb-e- Junbish
Islami Afghanistan, Zarar Ahmad Moqbel, representative of ex-President Hamid Karzai,
Younis Qanuni from Shorai Herasat o Subaat, Sayed Hamed Gilani from Hizb-e-Maaz Milli,
and Anwar ul Haq Ahadi, from Jabhe Milli Nawin Afghanistan.
The final release from the meeting said that the current voter registration process wasted
people's time and spent millions of dollars, but this process was incomplete, corrupt, and
fraudulent. The Afghan political parties for holding transparent elections, demand to cancel
the voter registry and to re-start it using Bio-Metric Technology for voter registry.
The registration of voters began on 14 April 2018 and ended mid-July, has been completed
throughout Afghanistan. According to the latest figures from the IEC (24 July 2018), nearly
9 million voters have been registered.
In the previous election period, voters in Afghanistan participated in the process using a voter
card, but the government decided to use NICs having labels or stickers at the back of them as
Voter IDs to prevent fraud in coming election24.
8.3.3 FEFA: Voter registration process should be temporarily stopped
FEFA, the Free and Fair Election Forum of Afghanistan on 15 May 2018, called on the
23
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National Unity Government and the IEC to stop the process of registering voters as soon as
possible, according to a report by the Middle East News Agency25, FEFA Executive Director
Yousuf Rashid, at a news conference, expressed concern over the voter registration process,
saying that the continuation of this process will increase the distrust of the people about the
elections. Yousuf Rashid added that the fixing of the sticker in the photocopies of the NICs
is inappropriate and the IEC does not have a mechanism for avoidance of duplication in voter
registry.
This Official from FEFA demanded from the NUG to adopt impartiality against the IEC and
asked from the IEC to develop and prepare a Data Center as soon as possible so that the
information can be for access to the public too.
8.3.4 Sticker books are being sold for 150 AFN
Yash news agency: At the height of the charges of buying and selling stickers and massive
fraud in the process of registering voters, Maliha Hassan, member of the IEC claims that
sticker books have been sold by the IEC’s staff at 150 AFN. Ms. Hassan added that "Since
the start of the voter registration, several cases of stealing and selling sticker books have been
reported to the IEC". The IEC is facing many problems in holding elections, so far, we've
seen several cases of sales and stealing stickers. A few nights ago, unidentified people
attacked a voter registration center in Chamtal district of Balkh province and took stickers
books, she added ".
According to the IEC, in the second phase of registering voters out of 4491 registration
centers; 1,212 of them are shut down due to high security threats and lack of procuring the
election materials26.

8.4.

Discrepancy among IEC’s commissioners regarding the number of stickers
printed27

Recently, Sayed Hafizullah Hashemi, a member of the IEC, said the IEC has printed 18
million stickers for the upcoming election, but Ms. Hassan says the IEC has printed 9 million
stickers for voter registration. According to her, all registration books, including
Precautionary ones, have been inserted to the database. We have known a tracking path for
checking to which polling station, district and province the stickers have been used.
The differences and disagreements among members of the commission on sticker printings
have been a source of serious concern to electoral observatories. These institutions believe
that excessive printing has led to widespread fraud in the election.
25https://middleeastpress.com/international/afghanistan/%D9%81%DB%8C%D9%81%D8%A7-
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8.5.

Hundreds of voter registration centers remained unopened

Over the course of the voter registration process, the Independent Election Commission said
on 30 May 2018 that hundreds of centers have not opened due to insecurity and lack of
materials. According to the commission, 461 centers are in areas under Taliban control. The
commission says it has 4,491 voter registration centers around the country of which 3,260
centers are open. Meanwhile, 473 centers are closed due to security threats while 298 other
centers have not received materials so far.
Neshin and Mianshin districts in Kandahar, Atghar and Daichopan districts in Zabul, Marjah
district in Helmand, Gomal and Giyan districts in Paktia, Kohistan district in Badakhshan,
Murdian, Qarqin and Khumab districts in Jawzjan, Khas Uruzgan district in Uruzgan, 17
districts in Ghazni and 11 districts in Faryab are among areas which have not received voter
registration materials.
Meanwhile, the head of IEC Abdul Badi Sayyad on 30 May 2018 at a ceremony with youth
and security forces called on the Taliban to allow people to register and vote.
“We call on militants to give the people the opportunity to go to voter registration and polling
centers,” he said.28
One of great challenges which was also raised during AYNSO provincial dialogues is the
insecurity in the rural areas which has raised the concerns on voters’ turnout on election day
as well.
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Figure 2: Afghan man takes a selfie as he arrives at a voter registration center to register for the upcoming parliamentary
and district council elections in Kabul, Afghanistan April 23, 2018 – Photo by: Mohammad Ismail/Reuters

8.6. Paper Based Register
The solution proposed by the IEC is to create a totally new “paper based” voter register and
issue tamper-proof registration stickers or receipts to all eligible voters. Voters would first be
required to show the national ID card (Taskera) in order to register. However, the Afghanistan
Central Civil Registration Authority (ACCRA) estimates that currently 10 million Afghan
adults don’t have a NI card and this must be corrected before registration can commence.
8.7.

Two-Phased Registration
The IEC’s stated objective in its current voter registration operational plan is to register 14
million citizens in two phases. The IEC will set up registration in the same locations as the
polling centers and during a set time, registrants will appear in person with their Taskeras and
fill out registration forms. Registration receipts will be affixed to the back of a voter’s
Taskeras as proof of registration. Thereafter, registration forms will be scanned and sent from
the field to the IEC’s national data center for entry into the voter registration database using
450 data-entry clerks working in two 8 hour shifts. AYNSO is concerned that the number of
assigned clerks for data entry is insufficient so the IEC will not be able to fulfill the data entry
and issue the voters’ list prior to election day. The IEC estimated registration to commence
in early April and end at the beginning of June but extended a bit for districts councils.
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8.8.

Three Documents
When citizens apply for registration to any of ACCRA’s planned 1,178 teams, the applicants
must not only have a copy of an ancestor’s Taskera, but interviews and/or verifications of the
information by Taskera issuing officers, or Maliks in rural areas, are to take place. In addition,
each successful applicant requires the completion of three different documents; Taskera
application, Taskera ID document itself ones approved, and personal data to be recorded in
the Population Records Book by officers.

Figure 3: Afghan man registers himself for the upcoming parliamentary and district council elections at a voter
registration center in Ghazni, Afghanistan April 28, 2018 – Photo: S. Mominzadah

9. Registration of Wolesi Jirga’s Candidates
According to the Afghan Constitution, every citizen of the country has the right to vote and
has the right to be elected.
The IEC Chief, Gula Jan Abdul Badie Sayyad announced that the Wolesi Jirga and district
councils’ candidates’ registration officially kicked off on 26 May 201829.
Election Observers’ Concerns and Suggestions about Candidates’
Registration Process in accordance with their observations:
Most of the observers including AYNSO welcomed the initiation of the Candidates’
Registration process, which began on Saturday 26 May 2018, according to the IEC's electoral
calendar. AYNSO with the network of Advocacy and Follow Up Group asked all political
parties, political and tribal elders, candidates and the public to cooperate with the IEC in order

9.1.
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to make candidate registration process viable and success.
But not having recruited the foreign relations staff for the provincial independent election
commissions (PIEC) in some provinces did not trigger the launch of the timely candidate
registration process in those provinces. We hope the IEC will complete the recruitment
process of its staff in the provinces, so that the candidate registration process in those
provinces can also begin.
The lack of database in the IEC to scrutinize the original and counterfeited documents of the
applicant candidates, especially the names and codes of the PCs of the voters provided by the
candidate. We ask the IEC to prioritize the development of the database ASAP.
In some provinces, there are less voters in proportion to the Wolesi Jirga and district councils’
candidates; for example, in one province, only 8,000 voters have been registered, while the
number of candidates registered in the same province is higher than 40. Similarly, in one of
the districts of the country, the number of potential candidates is more than 10, while the
population of the district is 500. According to the electoral law, one thousand voters are
needed for each of the Wolesi Jirga candidates, and for each district council candidate
according to the population of the same district, one hundred to three voters are required to
confirm their candidacy. Although the IEC has not previously proposed any kind of
mechanism for registering candidates in order to resolve the aforementioned issue, we now
hope that the IEC will get a solution in this regard.
In addition, in the approved electoral procedure for candidates’ registration, 35% of the
exemption against identical and repeated duplicates between several candidates is considered
that is in conflict with the article 73 of the electoral law. This exemption has facilitated the
widespread presence of fraudulent candidates, which will challenge the IEC and the entire
electoral process. ETWA calls on the IEC to release this exemption of 35% from the current
procedure.

9.2.

Analysis of the conditions specified for the Candidacy

Election’s candidacy conditions are rigorous, and according to the new Electoral Procedure,
any candidate for Wolesi Jirga should have stickers’ codes and finger prints of 1000 eligible
voters at the time of their registration, and should present valid and concrete information
about its legality.
Sayed Hafizullah Hashemi, the commissioner of the IEC, said that according to the new
electoral procedure, efforts have been made to prevent fraud.
But, according to some experts, these conditions are not enough to prevent the fraud.
What AYNSO have learned shows that new changes in conditions of Candidates’ registration
and the new procedure that has been issued by the IEC is not enough for prevention of fraud
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and corruption. It should be said that now the solution is to vote for the right and carefully
monitor and observe the electoral process
Objections and Complaints against Wolesi Jirga’s Candidates
9.3.1 Statistical Analysis

9.3.

The EEC has announced its willingness and readiness to receive and investigate complaints
of violations, offenses and electoral fraud30. During a joint meeting of IEC and ECC with
security forces at 08 July 2018, the ECC reported more than 600 complaints at the meeting.
The most recent stats about complaints registered by the ECC are 68531.
These complaints are divided into two categories, candidates’ complaints against the
Commission and people’s complaints against the candidates.
9.3.2 Candidates’ complaints against the Commission
10 repetitive Complaints about Voters Duplication
26 Complaints about Physical Documents
52 other complaints
7 Complaints about lack of voters’ registration PC code
9.3.3 People’s complaints against the candidates
2 complaints about invalidity of Taskeras
2 complaints about insufficient or lack of education
5 complaints about incomplete stats of supporters or voters
64 complaints about having legal claims
30 complaints about illegally owning of lands
25 complaints about murder
51 complaints about the candidate's membership in armed groups
53 other and different complaints
Regarding complaints, no lawsuit has been filed but 183 cases have been investigated, 184
have been analyzed, 10 have been paid attention to and 51 have been decided.
9.3.4

Challenges for filing Complaints , Imposing limitations on the authority
of ECC by the President32
Hushdar Agency has proof that shows President is trying to forward the power and authority
of the ECC to the Administrative Reform Commission. These documents and proof indicate
that the President sent the list proposed by ECC and Human Rights Commission to the
Administrative Reform Commission, so that the recruitment would be done through the
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Administrative Reform Commission.
The ECC also claims that the Presidential Palace, instead of approving the list of their
provincial Commissioners, sent the list to the IEC so that they decide on this. It is worth
mentioning that the mentioned list was within the Presidential Palace for more than 10 days.
The IEC officials say that according to the electoral law, the recruitment of the commissioners
is the sole authority of the ECC and the Human Rights Independent Commission, and the
President can only approve the proposal, but the Presidential Palace has asked the
administrative reform commission for this recruitment through an official letter. Mr. Aryaiee,
Chief of ECC, said on 1st July 2018 in a Press Conference that the government should approve
its list of commissioners ASAP in order to prevent any sort of challenge33.
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10.AYNSO’s efforts for Public Awareness and Electoral Reforms
AYNSO intends to engage Afghan Youth in the electoral reform process and broader
participation in the next electoral cycle. In addition, AYNSO means to enhance Afghan
Youths’ awareness about their political rights throughout organizing debates and dialogues.
AYNSO has collected various effective ideas about election reforms from active youths and
have them taking part in reforming election through legal and lawful ways. Such as, in
Electro-Political Debate conducted, each debater had his/her suggestions and
recommendations for the contribution of youth in the elections process. AYNSO has focused
on how to wide-spread the contribution of active Afghan youth in national processes
especially elections and making them aware of their political rights. AYNSO is linked and
has cooperation with number of active youth organizations registered with MoIC, Deputy
Directorate of Youth’s Affairs.
For achieving the objectives for electoral reforms and youth awareness and youth
engagement, AYNSO has undertaken the following initiatives:

10.1. Developing a guidance manual for Youth:
AYNSO had youth awareness sessions. For conducting the Youth Awareness Sessions at its
best possible way, AYNSO initially thought of providing some written material to assist the
Afghan Youth to better understand their rights and a guidance for them which will help them
with contribution in their desired national processes. This assistance of youth also remarks
and represents one of the AYNSO’s objectives as enhancing Afghan Youths’ awareness about
their political rights.
After thorough research and consultations among the team, AYNSO finally developed and
printed the manual intended for youth’s awareness. AYNSO has initially printed hundreds of
copies of the booklet which were distributed to the youth in awareness sessions.

10.2. Conduction of Awareness Sessions for Youth
On 17th March, 2018 AYNSO organized the first Youth Awareness Session regarding Wide
participation of Youth in National Processes at AYNSO’s main office. The purpose of this
event was to let the youth know about their legal rights and how to contribute in national
processes. The agenda for the aforementioned session included the introduction and
importance of the youth awareness session, detailed presentation, filling out the questionnaire
regarding the session, certificate awarding and a tea break at the end.
The aforementioned youth awareness sessions of its type were conducted to following:
•
•
•
•
•

Husn Youth Group
Andeshe Nawin Youth Association
Youth wing of National Front of People of Afghanistan
Youth wing of Millat e Mutahid Political Party
Kabul Chahardehi People Unity Higher Council
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•
•
•
•
•

New Thinking Youth Civil Organization
Youth Power Organization
Goodwill Youth Foundation
Kohistan’s Active Youth Council
Khost Youth Association

It is worth mentioning that around 450 active and committed youth were made aware of their
rights and how to contribute in national processes. Some Pictures are as below:

Figure 4:Youth Awareness Session-AYNSO Main Office
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Figure 5:Awareness Session for NFPA – April 5, 2018 – NFPA main office

Figure 6: Awareness Session for Figure
NFPA –6:April 5, 2018 – NFPA main office
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Figure 8: Awareness Session for NTYCO – April 10, 2018 – Alama University

Figure 7: Awareness Session for GYF and Kohistan Youth Council – April 21, 2018 – Lincoln Centre, Kapisa
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10.3. Youth Electro-Political Debates
The purpose of the aforementioned debates was awareness and educating young Afghan
citizens about their political rights and persuasion of youth to take part in Political-Electro
processes, also previously shared with all debaters and participants. It is worth mentioning
that a total of 105 participants participated including 6 (4 Male and 2 Female) debaters and 3
jury members and out of which 21 were females.
AYNSO organized the Youth Electro-Political Debate on April 26, 2018 at AYNSO’s main
office and on January 21st 2018 at MoIC’s Conference Hall.
The debates consisted of following stages:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specific and short answers for the 4 questions previously shared with the debaters
Development of each answer for each question, including barriers and suggestions
Dialogue (Objections & Responses) between the debaters
Conclusion
Q&A session between participants and debaters
Results announcement and awards
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Figure 10: Youth Electro-Political Debate - April 26, 2018 - AYNSO main office

Figure 9: Youth Electro-Political Debate - April 26, 2018 - AYNSO main office
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Figure 12: Youth Electro-Political Debate on January 21, 2018 at MoIC

Figure 11: Youth Electro-Political Debate on January 21, 2018 at MoIC
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10.4. Electoral Provincial Dialogues
For the purpose of promoting public dialogue on credible elections and how to integrate
different governmental entities with the IEC for cooperation, AYNSO had organized two
provincial level dialogues, each in Nangarhar and Herat Provinces. The participants were
from the Universities, IEC’s provincial offices, Youth Directorates, Hajj and Religious
Affairs Directorates, Women’s Directorates, few political parties, local media, some CSOs
such as FEFA and to-be candidates.
After the speech of keynote speakers, there were group works during which the participants
were asked to discuss the main election’s issues given to them and share their thoughts on
how to overcome the mentioned issues. The issues or topics for the group work were:
 Public awareness for voters’ registration
 Importance of elections
 Elections Reforms

Figure 13: Mr. Momand delivering his speech - NGR Provincial Dialogue – May 13, 2018
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Figure 14: Mr. Barakzai delivering his speech - Herat Provincial Dialogue – June 25, 2018

Figure 15: Mr. Asemi delivering his speech - Herat Provincial Dialogue – June 25, 2018
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Figure 16: (top left to bottom right): Group work of participants - Herat Provincial Dialogue – June 25, 2018

Figure 17: (left to right): Groups’ representatives presenting their group work - Herat Provincial Dialogue – June 25, 2018
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10.5. Advocacy & Follow-up Group (Led by AYNSO & FEFA combined)
The joint advocacy and follow up group, consisting of skillful, committed youth and
experienced figures, is led by AYNSO and FEFA from the past 2 years. As clear from its
name, the objective of the group is to undertake the advocacy in its most effective and
multiple ways, for instance, through pressurizing some entities to be subjected to quick and
positive changes. Moreover, the advocacy needs follow up. Luckily, the group is having
sufficient experience and has the ability to follow all of their relevant interventions.
The A&FUG has its own internal meetings too in a bi-weekly basis. It rotates from AYNSO
to FEFA after each meeting. The objective of these internal meetings are to share updates
from both the leading organizations, the updates and activities of the group, and the design of
future plan and activity list for the group.
The aforementioned A&FUG consists of both male and female members totaling 33 in
number. Some of their efforts undertaken for advocacy and follow up are as follow:
•

•

•

•

Meeting with Internews: for the purpose of seeking their assistance in coverage
of their activities through local media for publicizing and broadening the vision of
the group; and how media can reflect the contribution and achievements of Afghan
Youth in electoral reforms process.
Meeting with The Asia Foundation (TAF): for seeking their assistance and
suggestions regarding how Afghan Youth can contribute to electoral reform
process. In addition, the group also wanted to know whether TAF have strategy
based on youth contribution to electoral reforms or not.
Meeting with IECC: The objective of the meeting was to present the gaps and
suggestions to the IIECCofficials. What needed to be presented was finalized into
groups in A&FUG’s internal meetings such as women participation in overall
elections process. Moreover, for monitoring some other issues, the group observed
the Data Center for the IEC and Candidates’ Registration Center and process.
Meeting with ACCRA: For broadening the circle of advocacy and following up
of governmental entities’, the A&FUG arranged a meeting with the ACCRA to
strengthen their relations and to know the ACCRA’s plans and strategy about
issuing NIC to those citizens not having it for the substantiality of the upcoming
elections.
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Figure 18: Meeting with Internews, Internews main office

Figure 19: Meeting
with
The Asiaand
Foundation,
Asia Foundation
Figure 20:
Advocacy
Follow-upThe
meeting
with IECC main office
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Figure 21: Meeting with ACCRA, ACCRA’s main office
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Figure 22: A&FUG internal meeting, AYNSO main office

11.Findings and Recommendations
The parliamentarian and provincial council elections were a setback to democracy in
Afghanistan due to the lack of integrity, transparency and objectivity. AYNSO believes the
enthusiastic campaign period, generally balanced coverage by independent media and
successful adjudication process can bring a measure of credibility and will show Afghan
interest in democratic processes.
The issues of the 2014 elections—security concerns, official misconduct and misuse of
resources and the lack of accountability and objectivity—resulted in a lack of confidence
in the country’s electoral processes. It is imperative that before Afghanistan’s next national
elections, flaws that led to widespread fraud and voter manipulation should not occur again.
AYNSO offers the following recommendations to stakeholders of the Afghanistan
electoral system:

11.1. Make the IEC More Independent
Finding 1: The degree to which IEC leadership should contribute is problematic, and
concerns are reinforced with the IEC’s inability to effectively respond to irregularities and
its inconsistency in applying legal provisions during the adjudication period.
Recommendation 1: AYNSO appreciates the appointment of new IEC commissioners
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before the next round of elections. A key method to ensure independence is to include a range
of commissioners that are not appointed by an individual or individuals with a vested interest
in electoral outcomes. The president should not have the sole responsibility of selecting IEC
commissioners and the process ought to instead include key stakeholders such as elected
representatives.

11.2. Strengthen the Voting System and Checks and Balances
Finding 2.1: Afghanistan’s SNTV system blunted the power of the warlords and militiabased parties in the aftermath of Taliban rule. For Afghanistan’ first elections, SNTV was
an appropriate choice of electoral systems, but in the long-run SNTV does not facilitate the
emergence of issue based organized political parties.
Recommendation 2.1: The electoral system eventually needs to be modified either towards
a district-based, first-past-the-post system, or a proportional representation system.
Finding 2.2: We believe that at the heart of democracy, stands the one-person, one-vote
principle. Registering and enabling the NICs without an accurate voter list will make it
difficult to assess how many of the millions registrants are genuine voters. The lack of a
centralized voter list increases the potential for voter fraud while decreasing the ability to
detect it.
Recommendation 2.2: AYNSO recommends that the government of Afghanistan and the
IEC develop a comprehensive voter registration list, taken from NICs or passports, other
government issued sources of identification. A national voter list would help eliminate the
multiple voting by consolidating voter data and enabling the IEC to know how many ballots
would be needed at each polling station. In addition, specific outreach to guarantee the
registration of women would help preclude proxy registration. AYNSO also recommends
the international community focus on assisting the Afghan government in conducting a
nationwide census that will provide data on population and ethnic make-up of the country.
This undertaking will allow election authorities to know the exact number of eligible voters
in the country and curb multiple voter registration.
Finding 2.3: A strong civil society underpins strong electoral systems. Poor voter education
and understanding of voter rights and responsibilities adds to the turnout at the day of
election
Recommendation 2.3: The IEC should undertake extensive voter education during interim
periods, utilizing civil society organizations and political parties to reach voters. A stronger
and more involved civil society will serve as a check on electoral administrative bodies and
create a demand for transparency and responsiveness. The IEC should work with traditional
networks such as shuras and local religious leaders to insure buy-in of the elections process
which will in turn lead to higher voter turnout and help reduce local instances of fraud.
Finding 2.4: Independent media is an untold success story of the elections. Media is a new
medium by which voters better understand and appreciate the electoral process. Balanced
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media coverage is critical to open and transparent elections.
Recommendation 2.4: Government influence should be moderated and freedom of press
and freedom of speech should be guaranteed and protected for the continued expansion of
Afghanistan’s independent media. Clear guidelines for media providers should be delineated
and state-owned broadcasters should be subject to the same standards of reporting as
independent broadcasters. AYNSO also recommends the Government of Afghanistan
transfer regulatory authority over media from the Ministry of Interior, a presidentially
influenced body, to a permanent independent commission to help guarantee freedom of press
and to enforce media codes of conduct.

11.3. Strengthen Measures to Prevent Irregularities and Fraud
Finding 3: Misconduct of IEC and government officials, misuse of resources, can place
some candidates at an unfair advantage and facilitated voter fraud.
Recommendation 3: A thorough review of anti-fraud measures should be undertaken to
strengthen the electoral process. Anti-fraud measures should be clearly defined and enforced
to limit the wholesale presence of irregularities and to push fraud to the margins. Prior to the
next election, mechanisms to detect and disclose misconduct of IEC staff and misuse of
resources should be institutionalized and strict punitive measures for candidates, officials
and citizens who participate in fraud should be enforced. A system to investigate, prosecute
and remove implicated officials’ merits evaluation, along with preventative measures such
as fines and pay docking to dissuade misconduct and abuse.
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11.4. Other recommendations:
1.
AYNSO recommends electoral administration be consistent with Afghanistan’s
established laws. Legal provision should be strictly adhered to and applied without prejudice. The
due process provisions detailed in Afghanistan’s Electoral Law to adjudicate electoral
irregularities must be complied with to reach a legitimate outcome. The IECC must be able to
impartially conduct arbitration before the IEC releases results. The IECC is important to
demonstrating good adjudicatory practices to the Afghan public. IRI strongly recommends the
IECC maintain a mixed Afghan and international composition for the next election. A credible
IECC buttressed with strong anti-fraud measures is essential to restore credibility to Afghanistan’s
electoral processes.
2.

Political and Security Environment should be improved

Growing insecurity in the provinces encourages and intensifies political power- brokering.
Afghanistan is a nation presently at war, which undeniably will affect the elections. Insecurity and
threats from insurgents to disrupt the election process would severely limit freedom of movement
for candidates, voters and observers and limited freedom of expression, hampering the ability of
candidates to campaign openly through public gatherings or door-to-door visits. Cultural
restrictions on freedom of association and peaceful assembly will also amplify difficulties in
participating in the electoral process, especially for women. Active fighting to clear areas under
enemy control in order to hold elections restricts the ability of IEC workers to conduct pre-election
activities.
3.

Strengthening the Civic Education

The IEC, with assistance from national and international institutions, should deploy civic
educators to conduct face-to-face voter and civic education programs throughout the country at
the provincial, district and village level. Programs should include mock polling stations, town
hall meetings, community mobilization events and mobile theaters as well as a range of efforts
from enrolling sports and music stars to speak about the importance of voting to holding poetry
sessions to raise awareness about voting procedures. If deteriorating security prevents educators
from accessing many districts and villages, a call center should be established. In addition to
verbal communication with voters, the IEC should produce a variety of educational media
programs in Dari and Pashto, print posters, leaflets and fact sheets, billboards, and distribute
sample ballots.
Afghan civil society organizations should supplement IEC’s education efforts through
independent outreach that should focus on grassroots mobilization. The advantage of using civil
society organizations would be evident from their understanding of how to discuss political
participation in light of local culture and traditions.
4.

Observation of the Election Day

On Election Day, the national and international observers should visit as much polling stations
as possible in all the provinces that they can have access to. In the accessed polling centers,
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observers should pay attention to well administered and orderly voting, official voting materials,
performance of polling centers’ staff, the procedures, faulty equipment, voter intimidation,
undue influence, proxy voting and any other irregularities.
5.

Participation of Women in the Election

Afghanistan’s presidential elections in 2014 broke new ground for Afghan women; women ran
not only as presidential candidates, but campaigned for candidates of their choice, conducted
voter outreach, worked in polling stations and registered to vote in record numbers. Though
women demonstrated increasing interest in political and electoral processes, the cumulative
effects of security concern and cultural obstacles adversely affect women’s participation in
national processes such as elections.
Women’s ability to vote and mobilize politically is largely dependent on local conditions. As
previously also observed, female participation is higher in the relatively secure areas. Women
can do voting, manage polling sites and act as poll watchers in secure localities.
Long distances from villages to polling stations can make it especially risky for women to vote,
and relocation of polling stations for security reasons also can impact female participation. The
insecure environment amplifies existing cultural restrictions that severely limit women’s ability
to exercise political rights and would make it impossible to prevent the illegal practice of men
voting on behalf of women15. The observers in 2014’s presidential elections talked with men
who voted for their wives and other females within the household and were presented with the
following rationales:
 Poll stations were located too far from home for women to travel;
 The security situation was too risky for women to be around polling stations; and
 Not all poll centers were properly divided between men and women.
The presence of males in female polling stations also can negatively impact female voter
participation which will serve as an additional impetus to carry out fraudulent practices.
6.

Domestic and international Observers

The international and domestic observers can play a vital role in mitigating the corruption in
elections. Domestic observers can monitor the elections, even at great risk to their lives, and
their interest in ensuring open and transparent elections show Afghan concern for effective
governance. They should monitor all aspects of the election process, including voter registration,
candidate registration, voting and ballot counting, post-election period and final results with
accreditation of IEC.
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12.Conclusion:
The fact that election dates have slipped, as well as deadlines for decisions on how to fix the
register, is a sign of the difficulty of the task not a lack of regard for its importance. Uncertainties
regarding how to best register the electorate and ensure against fraud and malpractice have
preoccupied Afghan actors for well over a year and slowed the process. Unfortunately, the IEC
faced an extraordinarily tight deadline for completing a highly complex project that could have
jeopardized or could jeopardize the credibility of the upcoming vote.
The key problem with voter registration in Afghanistan was that there were many more voter
registration cards (23 million) in circulation (that are invalid now) than there are legitimate voters
(approximately 13-14 million).34 Such a large number of duplicate cards made it easier to commit
fraud, a phenomenon that has undermined the credibility of past election results. The other major
issue is that Afghanistan did not have detailed voter lists that link voters with a specific polling
center—now a legal requirement in Afghanistan. This makes it difficult for the IEC to know how
many ballots to send to each polling center, a situation that potentially enables fraud when there
are too many ballots in some areas and disenfranchises people in areas where ballots run out.
The challenges associated with organizing two complex nationwide mobilization events back-toback (Voter Registry and Issuance of NICs) are significant under the best of
circumstances. Afghanistan’s current logistical and security problems, in conjunction with the
IEC’s current leadership vacuum and ACCRA’s lack of experience in large scale, countrywide
programs issuing Taskeras means both efforts will require extraordinarily well-planned
operational plans to succeed. Unfortunately, both organizations currently intend to move forward
on the basis of a poorly conceived registration concept that once again risks generating a voter
register full of duplicates, riddled with errors and void of any effective integrity-strengthening
solutions. There is a clear trade-off between time (to plan, execute, adjust, and verify) and quality.
And the cost of low quality is decreased credibility if controversial results are challenged.
Organizing elections is a highly complex undertaking as these are truly national events engaging
a cross section of society and several of the country’s largest ministries, including its security
forces. Successful execution is often a direct result of a national election authority staffed with
experienced professionals guided by an operational plan detailing when and how the various
electoral processes are to unfold. A good operational plan must give election administrators
detailed instructions for: voter registration, candidate nomination, Election Day operations, results
tabulation and dispute resolution. A good plan must also include a sufficient level of flexibility to
also accommodate for unanticipated events, such as logistical challenges, legal disputes, or
security problems.
Based on a review of the current plans prepared by the IEC and ACCRA there are several major
challenges that will make it very difficult, if not outright impossible, to meet the goal of
establishing an accurate polling station voter list before scheduled 2018 parliamentary elections.
The most important ones are:
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•
•
•
•

The suggested voter registration solution is open to abuse as insufficient attention is
being paid to effectively combat fraud and malpractices risks.
Inadequate time is being allocated to complete two separate yet highly complex nationwide mobilization events (10M Taskeras issued and 13M voters registered).
Budget allocation is inadequate to effectively support ACCRA and the IEC.
The IEC’s and ACCRA’s plans are vague and lack most of the details required by its
managers to actually start proper planning.

When analyzing preparations for elections in Afghanistan, it’s important to keep four aspects in
mind. Firstly, the logistical challenges are extraordinary due to extremely rugged terrain and poor
means of transportation. Secondly, the security risks are dramatic as an estimated 40 percent of
the districts are highly volatile. Thirdly, in spite of the IEC receiving significant amounts of support
going back to 2002, the election authority has lost many of its most experienced professionals at
its headquarters and provincial offices. Fourthly, elections in Afghanistan face extraordinary
integrity risks due to a myriad of fraud and malpractice problems. ACCRA, on the other hand, is
expected to manage its first nationwide implementation program and to date it has issued – so
called - a major fraction of Taskeras it is expected to issue prior to a 2018 poll.
For a voter register to fulfill its critical function of establishing unambiguous voter eligibility and
identifying the number of valid voters, it must meet certain fundamental criteria: It must include
an acceptable percentage of eligible voters, particularly not leaving off disproportionate numbers
of ethnic or geographic groups; the collected personal voter data must be sufficiently correct to
allow registered voters to cast a ballot on Election Day (such as containing the right spellings to
match up with IDs presented on polling day); it should not include ineligible voters; and should
not include duplicates of eligible voters. Needless to say, failing to achieve accuracy risks
disruptive controversy over disenfranchisement and the accuracy of results.
The voter registration operational plan is mute on several key pieces of information and when
specified these are highly implausible. For instance, it is unclear from where these forms are to be
scanned and sent to the national data center. On average, there will be more than a quarter-million
forms from each province to scan and transmit. This will be done using small home-office style
scanners over notoriously unreliable internet connections. Anticipated delays will quickly become
a bottleneck, probably forcing the IEC leadership to instead physically move all registration forms
to Kabul for data entry.
With data entry clerks manually entering the scanned registration forms with handwritten
information, there are bound to be a significant number of data-entry errors. Yet the IEC’s plan is
silent on how it will avoid data-entry mistakes. In previous similar registration efforts, the IEC and
the UN applied the industry-wide standard of double-blind entry to avoid errors in the final register.
Every form entered was scrutinized for accuracy separately by a supervisor and only when the
entered data matched would it be accepted by the system. This produces the required accuracy but
adds time, assuming it takes an average person two minutes to enter a form. Assuming it takes an
average person two minutes to enter a form, and one minute to be reviewed and verified for
accuracy by a supervisor, then it would take 450 clerks 220 working days to enter 14 million
forms.1 Even if the IEC is able to begin data-entry in parallel with voter registration it will not be
completed until mid-December well beyond the planned October parliamentary election date.2
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However, as registration is linked to ACCRA’s efforts to issue 10 million Taskera prior to voter
registration commences, the official election calendar is even more unrealistic.
In spite of the lengthy process ACCRA assumes each team will process 100 successful applicants
per day. In other words, they estimate five minutes per registrant, which is highly unrealistic.
However, even if ACCRA were to be able to issue Taskeras as planned, the entire process would
take six months and not be completed until August. Adding the IEC’s required time to actually
conduct voter registration and produce polling-center based voters lists, it becomes clear that a
2018 parliamentary election is not feasible. In fact, should the Afghan government decide to
proceed with voter registration as outlined in these two documents the authorities would even
struggle to have a voters list printed and available for a spring 2019 presidential poll.
No doubt the IEC and ACCRA faced significant political pressure to launch the voter registration
process. However, even this relatively rudimentary analysis of their operational plans clearly
shows this as a futile effort given neither will the new registry be in place on time nor it is of
sufficient quality to instill confidence in the election endeavor. As the national institution charged
with the overarching electoral responsibility, the IEC should be given sufficient time and support
to develop a voter registration process that will actually achieve its crucial goals.
Notes
1. With an estimated 3 min/form using the double-blind entry methodology described each data
entry clerk will be able to complete 20 forms/hour. With an average working day of 7 hours
(accounting for bathroom breaks, lunch, and prayers) the 450 operators can enter 63,000 forms
per day (140x450).
2. According to IEC’s plan, registration is supposed to start April 4, 2018. The Commission can
then start doing data-entry two weeks later. If assumed, they are able to operate 6 days/week
without any break it will take 37 weeks to complete data-entry of 14 million forms alone
(63,000 forms per day x 37 working weeks)
The ‘balance’ of polling centers is still in doubt. The IEC worked on the existing master list of
7,180 polling centers from the 2014 elections (not all actually used) to assess whether or not they
met the new criteria established for the coming elections. The IEC claimed it could not assess 32
districts and 1,744 of the centers –almost one quarter of the total – due to security reasons.
Although it stated it would work to ensure those districts and polling centers would be assessed
before the election, the practical follow-up so far shows it has put no urgency into this task. Indeed,
these districts and polling centers may not be assessed at all. If the IEC is not able to open polling
centers for voter registration and voting in areas that were open during the 2014 election, this
would be a serious matter, the effective disenfranchisement of the population there.
As a result of this exercise, the IEC has, so far, approved 7,366 polling centers for the next
elections. This has been one of the key steps that the commission has taken in preparation for the
next parliamentary and district council elections. As a complaints procedure and a separate security
assessment of the centers are both ongoing, the final numbers may still change.
The IEC’s polling centers assessment was designed to find out also whether the centers’
distribution across the country’s population was balanced, or needed adjusting, and whether or not
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the centers were accessible to the voters. Although the IEC has, for the first time, put in place a
clear regulation that specified the criteria for measuring this, doubts remain as to whether they
were used in practice, as claimed by the commission. Some election observer groups, in particular,
have cast doubts on the number of polling centers that the IEC claimed to have assessed, saying
the number of districts and polling centers that remain un-assessed must be larger than those
admitted to by the IEC. They have also accused the IEC of not carrying out part of the assessment
on the ground, but by using indirect, remote methods. Doubts about the validity of the assessment
have been compounded by allegations of corruption, which have not been refuted convincingly by
the IEC.
As yet, the IEC’s polling center assessment exercise remains deficient. If matters are not clarified,
this means the integrity of the forthcoming elections is already in doubt.

13. Vagueness on Holding an Election in 2018
This summer, Afghanistan’s Independent Election Commission (IEC) announced that the country
would hold its long-delayed parliamentary and district council elections on Oct 20, 2018, almost
three years past the expiry of the sitting parliament’s five-year mandate. But the 2018 previous
(July 7) poll date looked to be an impossible milestone.
Afghanistan’s last election — the 2014 presidential poll — nearly ended in disaster, with the top
two candidates at loggerheads over who really won amid rampant accusations of fraud. A deal
brokered by then-U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry led to the formulation of the National Unity
Government (NUG), with Ashraf Ghani (whom the IEC had declared the winner) as president and
Abdullah Abdullah in the newly created position of chief executive officer.
The NUG agreement contained electoral reform as a core pillar, stating, “To ensure that future
elections are fully credible, the electoral system (laws and institutions) requires fundamental
changes… The objective is to implement electoral reform before the 2015 parliamentary
elections.”35
In September 2016, the Afghan parliament passed a new electoral law, which paved the way for
the setting of an election date but also passed the “most controversial and complicated changes”
onto the IEC, as Afghanistan Analyst Network also wrote earlier this year.
In a pair of articles in November, ANA delved into the political and technical issues surrounding
the planned 2018 election.
The IEC and its sister body, the Electoral Complaints Commission (ECC), “are finding themselves
under increasing fire from a growing number of political groups and election observer bodies.”
Alternating accusations of corruption and government meddling led to calls for the commissioners
to all be fired. Najibullah Ahmadzai, the IEC chairman, was fired in mid-November 2017 by
Ghani.
A month later, the body remains headless and in turmoil, threatening to elect its own head if
35
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the government continues to delay. The IEC and ECC are the center of attention when it comes to
electoral reform and the management of not only next year’s planned parliamentary and district
council elections but the presidential election on the schedule for 2019.
Then there are the technical issues: budget for the parliamentary and district elections was recently
estimated at $210 million dollars, most of which will need to come from international donors;
security remains tenuous throughout the country, with the Afghan government estimated to
“control or influence” only 56.7 percent of the country’s districts; aims to use high-tech elections
equipment to ensure transparency — such as biometric voter registration — seem completely
infeasible.36
Electoral reform is a smokescreen for the real issue at the center of all the troubles Afghanistan
presently experiences, from political wrangling among the central government in Kabul to the
ongoing Taliban insurgency: who controls the levers of power.
Elections in Afghanistan are vital for the war-torn country to continue the democratic process that started
after the fall of the Taliban regime in 2001, but most people in the country show little interest in elections.

The attacks by militant Islamists have already raised concerns whether the elections will be held
on time.
Taliban and "Islamic State" (IS) continue to target voter registration centers in different parts of
the strife-torn country. An IS-claimed attack at a voters' office in Kabul on April 22 killed 57
people, including women and children, underlining the fact that the participation in the election
process comes with a huge risk for the Afghan people.
But a lack of security is not the only reason behind people's reluctance to participate
enthusiastically in the election process; the voting procedure, marred with fraud and irregularities,
has left many people pessimistic about the entire system.
A huge number of Afghan citizens still think that 2018 election would not be witnessed with
consideration of all existing hurdles and other possible barriers. Most believe seems impossible
for Afghanistan to manage an election in October and any further delay would push the image of
even a nascent democracy in the country into the realm of true absurdity.

36
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14. How Afghanistan's 2018 Elections Can Succeed
Afghanistan’s next elections can set up the bedrock for sustainable democratic institutions in the
country. Distrust of electoral institutions haunts Afghanistan’s prospects of inclusive and credible
elections as it embarks on another elections year.
In a bid to restore public trust and confidence in the democratic process, the election law of
2016 required the conduct of new voter registration in order to prepare a polling station-specific
voter list to reduce instances of electoral fraud ahead of the long-delayed parliamentary and district
council elections, which are scheduled on 20 October this year.
Past elections culminated in deeply divisive results, as in 2009, 2010, and 2014, dealing a serious
blow to credibility of democratic process in the country. The upcoming elections represent a
unique opportunity to conduct a credible and inclusive election and structurally entrench
democratic institutions in Afghanistan by developing a viable platform for enabling a shift from
an ethnicity-centric manner of conducting political affairs in Afghanistan to one based around
political ideology.
Moving forward therefore will require the unity government and its international partners to take
practical steps on these priority fronts, which are important barometers of credibility and
inclusivity for the upcoming elections.
Without having a comprehensive, error-free and complete voter list, favorable security conditions
for polling station and people’s large interest; a sound election is a “maybe” to take place.
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